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Abstract 

The understanding of relationships between sets is a very important analytic task that has received 

widespread attention within the image community. The foremost challenge during this context is that 

the combinatorial explosion of the quantity of set intersections if the quantity of sets exceeds a trivial 

threshold. During this paper there's a survey to image of overlapping sets and an algorithm is 

projected to see overlapping sets, so the underlying hierarchy and relations of the sets are often 

simply understood by visual review and to cipher the simplest coordinates for the things of the sets 

and plot them on the plane. 
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I. Introduction 

Visualization is an important technique for making pictures, diagrams, or animations to speak a 

message. Mental image through visual imaging has been efficient thanks to communicate each 

abstract and concrete concept since the dawn of humanity. Examples from history embody cave 

paintings, Egyptian hieroglyphs, Greek pure mathematics, and Leonardo-da-Vinci's revolutionary 

strategies of technical drawing for engineering and scientific functions. (Visualization Wiki, 2017) 

Visualization these days has ever-expanding applications in science, education, engineering e.g., 

product mental image, object-oriented database management system, medicine, etc. Typical of a 

mental image application is that the field of tricks. The invention of tricks is also the foremost 

necessary development in mental image since the invention of central perspective within the 

Renaissance amount. The event of animation conjointly helped advance mental image. 

The use of mental image to present data isn't a brand new development. It’s been employed in maps, 

scientific drawings, and data plots for over a thousand years. An important example of cartography is 

the map of China i.e., of 1137 AD, the Ptolemy's Geographia i.e., of 2nd Century AD and the 

Minard's map i.e., of 1861 of the Napoleon's invasion of Russia 150 years ago. Most of the ideas 

learned in production these pictures carry over in a very easy manner to computer visualization. 

Edward Tufte has written some critically acclaimed books that specify several of those principles. 

(Edward; 1997, 2001), (Visualization Wiki, 2017) 

Computer graphics has from its starting been accustomed study scientific issues. However, in its 

period the dearth of graphics power typically restricted its utility. The recent stress on visualization 

started in 1987 with the publication of visualization in Scientific Computing, a special issue of tricks 

(A. Abdalla et al., 2016). Since then, there have been several conferences and workshops, co-

sponsored by the Computer Societies, devoted to the general topic, and special areas in the field, for 

example volume visualization. The majority are conversant in the digital animations created to gift 

meteoric information throughout weather reports on TV, though' few will distinguish between those 

models of reality and also the satellite photos that also are shown on such programs. TV conjointly 

offers scientific visualizations once it shows pc drawn and animated reconstructions of road or plane 

accidents. A number of the foremost common samples of scientific visualizations are computer-

generated pictures that show real ballistic capsule in action, come in the void way on the far side 

Earth, or on different planets. Dynamic styles of visualization, like academic animation or timelines, 

have the potential to boost learning concerning systems that amendment over time. 

Apart from the excellence between interactive visualizations and animation, the foremost useful 

categorization is maybe between abstract and model-based scientific visualizations. The abstract 

visualizations show absolutely abstract constructs in 2D/3D. These generated shapes are absolutely 
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impulsive. The model based mostly visualizations either cowl the information on real or digitally 

created photos of reality or produce a digital construction of a real object directly from the scientific 

knowledge. 

Scientific mental image is typically through with specialized computer code, though' there are a 

number of exceptions, noted below. A number of these specialized programs are free as open supply 

computer code, having fairly often its origins in universities, at intervals a tutorial setting wherever 

sharing computer code tools and giving access to the ASCII text file is common. There also are 

several proprietary computer code packages of scientific mental image tools. 

Models and frameworks for building visualizations embrace the information flow models popularized 

by systems like AVS, IRIS adventurer, and VTK toolkit, and knowledge state models in programme 

systems like the programme for mental image and programme for pictures. (Visualization Wiki, 2017) 

 

The Ptolemy world map, reconstituted from Ptolemy's Geographia, showing the countries of "Serica" 

and "Sinae" the extreme right, beyond the island of "Taprobane" and the "Aurea Chersonesus". 

(Visualization Wiki, 2017) 

 

Figure-2 Data Visualization: Visualizing the intersections of many sets 

In this paper, we formulate an algorithm to envision overlapping sets i.e., polygons; therefore the 

users will simply and quickly have info concerning the underlying relationship between the sets. The 

mental image of sets will facilitate to classify them and create selections for any analysis. For 

instance, we can see that subsets of the sets are heavily overlapping, so we will study them along as a 

result of the share lots of knowledge. In distinction, disjoint sets will be analyzed singly. This 
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downside is closely associated with graph mental image and multi- dimensional scaling (MDS). 

However, this downside is basically completely different therein we have a tendency to also be 

fascinated by visualizing the sets additionally to their things. In MDS, the distances between things 

are given and a low-dimensional mapping of the things is sought-after. In graph mental image, the 

pair-wise relationships between things are given and a 2-D mapping of the things and therefore the 

pair-wise relationships is sought-after. On the opposite hand, this study intends to get a 2-D mapping 

of the things in such a way that we will visualize that items belong to that set. This needs the 

improvement of the mapping of the things on the 2-D space, likewise because the improvement of the 

illustration of the sets. To verify the correctness of the algorithms, experiments are conducted on each 

real and synthesis datasets that showed a positive indication on the potency of the planned 

methodology. In figure-2, there is illustration of the overlapping of the multiple sets.  

2. Related Researches 

J. Shi et al., developed a grouping algorithmic program supported the read that sensory activity 

grouping ought to be a method that aims to extract international impressions of a scene and provides a 

ranked description of it. By treating the grouping downside as a graph partitioning downside, they 

planned the normalized cut criteria for segmenting the graph. Normalized cut is associate unbiased 

live of disassociation between subgroups of a graph and it's the great property that minimizing 

normalized cut leads on to maximizing the normalized association, that is associate unbiased live for 

total association inside the subgroups (Shi et al., 2000). 

M. Graham et al., have bestowed two separate prototypes that indicate completely different 

approaches for try the matter of visualizing multiple overlapping hierarchies. The technical and initial 

usability issues of each approach are noted and their effects evaluated. Indeed, given the comments 

and observations ensuing from the user analysis, and different technical concerns, it's felt that 

development ought to continue totally on the set-based image. The graph-based image might still be 

explored however its limitations and disadvantages appear to point it's a poorer figure for displaying 

the data than the set-based image (Graham et al., 2000). 

B. Shneiderman et al., offered an easy approach to browsing search result sets together with a grid 

show. Users will see an outline by color-coded dots or bar charts organized in an exceedingly grid and 

arranged by acquainted labeled classes. They’ll probe any by zooming in on desired classes or change 

to a different graded variable (Shneiderman et al., 2000).  

J. Flower et al., have developed formal delineate modeling notations that are sufficiently 

communicatory to be employed in code specification on industrial scale. The tools enforced during 

this project are a significant advance towards providing ample support for the utilization of those 

notations in trade (Flower et al., 2002).  

M. Fischer et al., analyzed the graphical illustration of dependencies between options supported 

drawback report information opens a brand new perspective on the evolution of code systems through 

retrospective analysis by visualization. By intuition drawback reports ought to have a stripped impact 

on completely different options. Things wherever not the case may be able to be grasped simply 

through the graphical illustration, e.g., just in case of overlapping or feature spreading. We’ve got 

applied multi-dimensional scaling of drawback reports coupled with files and directory structures for 

the visualization of options of Mozilla for the years 1999 till 2002. The tool that we have a tendency 

to develop permits a website professional to come up with two specific views of relationships and 

dependencies of an oversized computer code (Fisher et al., 2003). 

J. Flower et al., aforementioned that spider diagrams square measure a visible notation for expressing 

logical statements. In their paper, they represented a tool that supports reasoning with a sound and 

complete spider diagram system. The tool permits the development of diagrams and proofs by users. 

They additionally bestowed associate degree algorithmic program that the tool uses to work out 

whether or not one diagram semantically entails another. If the premise diagram will semantically 

entail the conclusion diagram then an indication is bestowed to the user. Otherwise it offers a counter 

example: a model for the premise that's not a model for the conclusion (Flower et al., 2004).  
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R. Jin et al., have studied a brand new variant of matrix visualization: given a group of sub-matrix 

patterns, a way to reorder rows and columns in order that goodness perform supported the 

introduction rectangles for these sub-matrices is decreased. They found a motivating link from this 

mental image downside to a well known graph theoretical downside: the stripped-down linear 

arrangement (MinLA) problem. They need projected a motivating algorithmic program framework to 

resolve this downside (Jin et al., 2008). 

P. Simonetto et al., provided a totally automatic methodology for the generation of Euler-like 

diagrams. The system produces a drawing for any assortment of input sets. It uses the work of 

Simonetto and Auber a basis. So as to bypass undrawable instances, it should disconnect regions or 

introduce holes into them. Their approach easier to implement than alternative competitive previous 

work, as a result of it doesn't try and stop linear boundaries. By exploitation colors and textures a lot 

of effectively, they need now not needed to exclusively think about contours, permitting United States 

to scale to larger dataset sizes (Simonetto et al., 2009). 

C. Jones, (Jones, 2010) have given an info visual image approach for visualizing the intersection 

between multiple feature hierarchies. In cases wherever a dataset has multiple advanced options of 

interest, particularly ones that are hierarchically clustered, it's typically terribly tough to understand 

the commonalities between them. Understanding the overlap between options will facilitate 

researchers discover correlations or hot spots in their knowledge. 

A. Lambert et al., introduced a unique technique to see complicated patterns in an exceedingly node-

link diagram read. It produces a layer of distinguishable hulls while not modifying the particular 

layout of the studied network. Globe examples illustrate the effectiveness for our methodology to 

extract info at many levels of details (Lambert et al., 2012). 

P. Xu et al., have projected two visual styles for the visual analysis of set relations in an exceedingly 

graph. The visual styles are often applied to investigate the set relation within the context of the social 

graph and therefore the set relations within the context of item clusters. They applied our styles to two 

real datasets and mentioned the findings (Xu et al., 2013). 

S. G. Kobourov et al., designed, enforced, and evaluated two approaches for generating contiguous 

maps. These approaches are often applied in several situations betting on the computer file and user 

references. The less complicated and a lot of economical EBA tend to supply maps with slightly 

worse bunch metrics. CBA keeps the bunch and aims to preserve the embedding. Though they used 

the GMap framework, different techniques may also get pleasure from these strategies. As an 

example, applying Bubble Sets on high of the results of EBA or CBA could take away overlaps 

between disjoint clusters (Kobourov et al., 2014). 

A. Lex et al., introduced UpSet, an image technique that allows analysts to analyze set-based 

knowledge. They incontestable the technique victimization varied datasets, and valid its fitness to be 

used and its pertinences across domains. Radial Sets aim to deal with similar tasks as UpSet. The most 

distinction between Radial Sets and UpSet is that the skillfulness of UpSet. The divide and conquer 

construct approach of breaking the set relationships into their exclusive intersections and 

meaningfully reassembling them makes it potential to make powerful, task-driven aggregates, 

whereas still providing drill-down capabilities into each potential intersection. Owing to its linear 

layout, UpSet will write multiple properties and attribute values at a similar time, whereas Radial Sets 

area unit a lot of restricted during this respect (Lex et al., 2014). 

P. Rodgers et al., engineered on recent inquiry that establishes that linear diagrams may be superior to 

distinguished set image techniques, specifically Leonhard Euler and John Venn diagrams. They 

investigated that graphical options of linear diagrams considerably impact user task performance. To 

the current finish, they conducted seven crowd-sourced empirical studies involving a complete of 

1760 participants. They evaluated the subsequent graphical properties that didn't considerably impact 

task performance: color, orientation, and set-order. The results are valid for the task varieties 

undertaken by the pool of participants drawn from the overall population (Rodgers et al., 2015). 

H. Zhou et al., have conferred a visualization system to assist explore the bipartite relations between a 

graph and a collection. Their system adopted a coupled read style. They planned two novel visual 
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secret writing schemes i.e., increased graph read and a radial read. The improved graph read illustrates 

a social network of individuals and applied mathematics data regarding the things of interest of 

individuals. The radial read will facilitate explore the things of interest for many users or teams, and 

therefore the corresponding set relations. Also, it displays connected similar things which might be 

applied for recommendation. Their system supports bi-directional bipartite relation explorations: users 

will begin from the social network to seek out the connected things within the set; or they'll begin 

from things within the set to seek out individuals within the social network have an interest in them 

(Zhou et al., 2015). 

A. Abdalla et al., have conferred an approach that has variety of spectral algorithms for visualizing 

overlapping sets mistreatment the eigenvectors of the Laplacian of two totally different graph 

representations: co-membership graph and bipartite graph (Abdalla et al., 2016). 

3. Algorithm 

Algorithm to ascertain if two polygons are overlapping: 

function Are Polygons Intersecting (Polygon A, Polygon B) 

for all the sides in A and B do 

find the axis perpendicular to current side. 

project each polygons on this axis. 

if the projections overlap then 

return false 

end if 

end for 

return true 

end function 

 

 
Figure-3 Two overlapping polygons, A in blue and B in orange 

4. Conclusion 

The powerful and generic ideas of pure mathematics build sets and set relations essential information 

models in many information analysis eventualities. Not like common information sorts in data visual 

image like graphs and trees, sets are mostly treated as information containers to cluster connected 

components or parenthetically overlaps between multiple sets. However, variety of techniques is 

devised and surveyed to examine sets and information associated with them. By accenting the notion 

of set-typed information, we've got known their specific characteristics in addition as many measures 

and tasks ordinarily related to information sort in visual image. 
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